
With the myPerspectives™ Texas* Curriculum Complement, schools and
districts:
       Get even more out of existing investments
       Add relevance or rigor to any lesson
       Provide more reading choice for students 
       Save teachers' time finding, vetting, & aligning content 

Ensure every student can access background knowledge and discussions

*All provider names and trademarks are property of their respective owners. Providers not explicitly listed as collaborators or partners 
were not involved in the development of Newsela Curriculum Complements. Inclusion does not indicate the company’s approval or 
endorsement of the Curriculum Complement(s).

Texts that have a direct connection to Texas or might be particularly relevant to students in Texas
One or more texts that are available in English and Spanish, highlighted in a Lesson Spark
A separate Lesson Spark with strategies aligned to Texas ELPS instruction and designed to
support emergent bilingual students at each proficiency level as hey prepare for TELPAS

Each unit also includes:

Get the most out of your existing materials by effortlessly adding content that’s fresh, engaging,
accessible, and organized to work alongside what you're already using. 

For myPerspectives™ Texas*, we reviewed the scope and sequence for grades 6-12 and built a
resource with Newsela’s content that teachers can use directly alongside it.

The Curriculum Complement includes five units per grade level. Each unit contains 5-10 texts that
align to the focus of each myPerspectives™ Texas* unit, connecting to the unit's theme, essential
question and topics.  Many of the texts support the suggested books for the unit. 
 

Curriculum Complement
for myPerspectives™
Texas* 

This Curriculum Complement is available with Newsela ELA.



Get in touch to see a demo of this Curriculum Complement. Contact us at: 
newsela.com/about/solutions/for-your-state/texas/

*All provider names and trademarks are property of their respective owners. Providers not explicitly listed as collaborators or partners were not 
involved in the development of Newsela Curriculum Complements. Inclusion does not indicate the company’s approval or endorsement of the 
Curriculum Complement(s).

Which is more
meaningful-- the lesson
or the journey? This Text
Set demonstrates
lessons learned from
long journeys.

Our response to
challenges is often
unpredictable. This Text
Set explores how some
people respond when
faced with fear.

Whether it's about music,
food, technology, tradition
or history, there is much to
be learned from our past.
This Text Set explores what
one generation can learn
from another.

"Chili Queens of San
Antonio" made carne
con chili popular
plaza staple

After escaping gangs in El
Salvador, a teen waits
months to rejoin mom

Ever wondered about
anxiety?

Weightlifter overcomes
lifetime of fear to reveal
disabled hand

Joseph Campbell and the
hero's journey

Women in Mexico are
publishing the first Maya
works in over 400 years

Educational leaders
address fear in Latino
community after El Paso

Hawaiian canoe comes home
after epic round-the-world
odyssey

Making kimchi brings
generations of Korean
families together

Grade 7, Unit
1

Grade 9, Unit 4

Grade 11, Unit 5 

Sample Newsela texts for myPerspectives™ Texas* 
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